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For the damped linear oscillator in Hilbert space X: jt + B.2 + Ax = 0, 
A > 0, I3 > 0, there can be no uniform decay rate if B is compact while 
the unit ball in X is not. The present paper uses control-theoretic methods to 
establish, in certain cases, explicit nonuniform decay rates. Examples of 
application to problems of stabilization and to problems concerning mixed, 
frictionally coupled elastic systems are studied in detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The prime object of study in this paper is a damped “linear oscillator” 
n+B3i+Ax=O. (1.1) 
Here x lies in a Hilbert space X with inner product (, )x and norm 11 IIx ,
B is a bounded operator on X and A is a (possibly) unbounded self-adjoint 
linear operator nX satisfying thepositivity condition 
(x, Ax) 3 ~0 II xII% 9 x E Dam(A), 0~~ > 0, 
where Dam(A) denotes the (dense) domain of A in X. 
When B is non-negative, 
(x, Bx) 3 0, XEX, 
solutions of(l.l), whether solutions inthe strict sense or “generalized” 
solutions a defined by the group generated by (1 .l), which we will describe 
in Section 2, have “energy” 
qx(t), w = +i(II 4t>ll2X + II~““4W (14 
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which is nonincreasing for increasing t and, with appropriate ssumptions, 
actually tends to zero as t -+ co. 
If 3 is invertible one can show with arather lementary gument that (1.2) 
decays at a uniform exponential r te as t --f co, i.e., there are positive numbers 
K,, K1 such that 
&(x(t), it(t)) < .Koe-K1”S(x(0), &(O)), t > 0. 
Under these circumstances we will say that he system (1.1) is ~~~o~gZ~, or 
j&By, damped. If B is not invertible we will say that (1.1) isweakly damped, 
in agreement with the terminology introduced in [2]. 
In addition tothe cited work of Dafermos, ystems with damping have 
been studied bySlemrod [19], Datko [3] and, notabIy, by Hale [5]. However, 
to the author’s knowledge, none of these papers presents decay rates for the 
weakly damped case, as opposed to the simple statement that 
$2 dyx(t), 2(t)) = 0, 
which is proven under various circumstances in these works. Since most 
(but not all) applications where weak damping occurs involve a compact 
operator B,the following proposition shows that he spar&y of literature on 
such decay rates is hardly surprising. 
PROPOSITION 1.l. Let Y be a Banach space having noncompact unit ball 
(Y E y I IIY IIY < 11 
and let C generate a strongly continuous group S(t) of bounded operators n Y. 
Then there cannot exist compact operators D, ,D, , positive numbers Tl , T, , 
and positive numbers 0 < y1 < 1,O < yz < 1 such that he groups 2$(t), &(t) 
generated by C + D, , C + D, , respectively, satisfy 
II &Wll G Yl % t >, T,, (1.3) 
II &!(t)ll G 7% > t < -T,. (1.4) 
Proof. The differential equ tion related tothe group &(t) is 
9 = CY + D,y. 
Treating the term Dly as if it were an inhomogeneous term in the equation, 
one can show readily that 
At> = WY(O) +j-” s(t -4 MY ds 
0 
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so that 
Similarly 
S,(t) = S(t) + s” S(t - s) D&(s) ds. 
0 
S,(t) = S(t) + 1” S(t - s) D,S,(s) ds. 
0 
We form, for T >, max{T, , T,), the product 
S,(T) S,( --T) = [S(T) + s,’ S(T - 4 DA(s) ds] 
x [S(-T) + j--‘S(-T - s) D&,(s) ds] 
0 
= I + j-‘S(-s) D,S,(s) ds+ /‘8(--s) D,&(s) ds (1.5) 
+ ,jo’ S(T - s) D,S,(s) ds] ,[-’ S(- T - s) D&(s) di] .
Using the compactness of D, , D, together with the boundedness of ,9(t), 
4(t), s,(t) on finite intervals, andthe fact hat he set of compact operators 
is closed in the uniform operator topology of L( Y, Y) we see that (1.5) has 
the form 
S,(T) 4(--T) = I+ D, 
where D is a compact operator on Y. But then the fact hat the unit ball 
in Y is not compact allows one to show easily that 
This shows that (1.3) (1.4) cannot both be true for T > max(T, , T,} and 
the proposition is proven. 
Remarks. The author is indebted to Prof. T. Kurtz for a discussion that 
led to the present very simple proof of Proposition 1.1. 
The most interesting application of this result, atleast for our purposes, 
relates tothe system 
0 
-All2 
obtained from (1.1) by setting 
U-6) 
y1 = A1J2x, ya = k. (1.7) 
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Here the operator (-jl,a <[) generates a group Sr(t) on Y = X @ X, with 
4 Il(~&x corresponding to the energy (1.2). Replacing B by -B, we obtain 
an operator (-a912 “i’“) generating a group Sa(t) related to the equation 
0 
-A’/2 
Setting 7 = -t, y1 = w, , y2 = -wr we have 
which is the same as (1.6). We conclude therefore that 
II s,(--T)ll = II w?lI 
and Proposition 1.1implies that if the unit ball in X is not compact hen 
there exist no compact B and T > 0 such that 
II W?ll < 1. 
Thus uniform decay rates for (1.6) are not to be expected ifB is compact. 
Fortunately, the above rather negative r sult isby no means the whole 
story, for we are able to obtain decay rates for the energy (1.2) associated 
with the damped oscillator (1.1) [or (1.6)] p rovided that he compact operator 
B satisfies certain strong (but not unrealistic) requirements andthe initial 
state x(O), n(O) also satisfies certain requirements. The case where B is not 
compact, but also not invertible, is also f interest since it occurs inconnection 
with certain frictionally coupled elastic systems (see [2, 9, lo]). Here, in 
certain cases, one can still obtain uniform exponential d mping. 
In the theory of finite-dimensional l ne rsystems, the study of certain 
control problems has led to a better understanding of asymptotic stability 
and stabilizability theories. Here one should particularly notethe papers of 
Kalman [7], Wonham [20], and Lukes [14] and there are many other contribu- 
tions as well. Expository treatments maybe found in [l, 8, 111, to name just 
a few that come readily tomind. 
It is the connection between asymptotic stability andcontrollability that 
provides the framework inwhich our results are formulated and developed. 
Undoubtedly a number of our results could be equally well established by 
means of perturbation arguments (as, e.g., in[16]) but the methods used in 
the present paper have (even if we do say it ourselves) a certain elegance which 
is esthetically pleasing. Thebasic idea is to use controllability results for a 
system 
ii + Ax = Bu, 
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where B is an operator such that 
and thereby show that, for some T > 0, b, = @x(kT), *(k(T) [cf. (1.2)] 
satisfies a nonlinear recursion relationship of the form 
where M is a positive real number and Y is a non-negative nteger. Our 
results are then obtained with the aid of the following lemma, which we set 
forth here for later use. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let the sequence of non-negative realnumbers {&,I k= 0, 1,2,..,} 
satisfy (1.9) for M positive andr a non-negative int ger. Then there exists a 
positive number K = K(M, r, J?,,) such 
gk < K/(k + lY’+l, 
Proof. Set 
51, = K/(k + l)r+l, 
that 
k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,...  
k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,... 
where K > 0 is yet to be determined. Then 
ck - ck+1 = (k +“1,r+l - (k +K2)r+l = 
K((k + 2)“+l - (k + l),+l) 
(k + l)‘+l(k + 2)*+l 
< *y$ l)’ (+g,‘” ((k ,K;;,+l)2 , 
for some K(r) depending only on r. Choose K positive so that 
K > 80, M =$(sr+‘<M, k k=O,1,2 ,... 
and we have 
[,, 3 8, , [k+l = [k - M,(k + 1)‘<;+1 , Mk < M, k = 0, 1,29...  (1.10) 
Let the non-negative nverse function for 7 = 5 + CQ be denoted by 
{(ar, 7). It is clear that 
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Assuming & > 8, [which, byvirtue of (l.lO), is true for K = 0] we have 
5r+1 = 5(J%(~ + l)‘, 5,) G IPW + l)‘, L) 
> 5(Jq~ + l>‘, 8,) 3 gk+l 
and, by induction, we have 
gk < 5k = K/(k + lyfl, K = 0, 1, 2,... 
and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
2. MAIN THEOREMS 
For the work of this ection wewill suppose that Y is a Hilbert space and 
that C is a (possibly unbounded) closed linear operator inY with Dam(C) 
dense in Y. Moreover, we assume that C generates, fort > 0, a strongly 
continuous semigroup S(t) of bounded operators in Yrelated to the differential 
equation 
j = cy. (2.1) 
Let B, denote a non-negative bounded self-adjoint perator n Y which 
has a decomposition 
B, =BB* (2.2) 
where B is a bounded linear t ansformation fr ma Hilbert space U into Y
and B * is its adjoint defined for yE Y by 
(B*Y, 4~ = (Y, BU)Y , u E u. 
We remark that B, , in general, will possess various decompositions of the 
form (2.2). Those making sense in the present context have the property hat 
Bu=O+u=O (2.3) 
and we assume that his is the case. 
The operator C,= C - Bl generates a bounded strongly continuous 
semigroup 5’r(t) on Y for t2 0, related tothe differential equ tion 
j = c,y. (2.4) 
We will be interested in its relationships with the linear control system 
.s?=-C*z+Bu, z E Y, u E u. (2.5) 
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Given u(= u(t)) EU[O, T; U], the solution f(2.5) satisfying a terminal 
condition 
z(T)=z,EY 
is defined for 0 < t < T by 
z(t) = S*(t - T) ZT + j; S*(t - s) h(s) ds, 
where S*(t) is the adjoint semigroup generated for t< 0 by the operator -C*. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that here is a Hilbert space H, dense in Y, with 
inner product and norm ( , )H , // lIH and such that he injection map from H into 
Y is continuous with respect to I/ lIH and I/ IIy .Let the following assumptions be 
satisfied: 
(i) There is a y > 0 such that for each y. E Dam(C) 
(Yo Y (C - %)YO)Y f -r(ro 9 %YO)Y ; (2.7) 
(ii) If y0 E H then y(t) = S,(t)y, E H for t >, 0 and 
II W)Yo IIH < Jzz II YoIIH > t>O P-8) 
for some positive constant ii?; 
(iii) There xists T > 0 and positive constants K, ,KI such that, given 
zT E H, there isan element 
steering thesolution z(t) given by (2.6) f rom the terminal state z(T) = z, to 
the zero initial state z(0) = 0 and the resulting trajectory z(t), 0 < t < T, 
is such that 
II ~*491d~o,,;uI G Kl I XT IIH . (2.10) 
Then 
(a) Each solution y(t) = &(t) y0 of 
j = (C - B,)y = c,y 
corresponding to a  initial state y(0) = y,, EY satisfies 
p$ IIr(tIh = 0; 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(b) There is a constant L > 0 such that 
II YW”Y G L II Y. Il%W, t > 0, (2.13) 
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for y,, EH, where 
m(t) = e-OLt, a > 0, ifH= Y 
= 1l(t + 1) otherwise. (2.14) 
Proof. For y,, EDom(C,) = Dam(C) it is known [4, Lemma 7, p. 6191 
that y(t) = &(t) y,, EDam(C) and the differential equ tion (2.11) issatisfied 
in Y. Therefore, w  may compute 
(44 II r(t>ll”Y = 2(Y(O, cc - Bl) YW)Y 
< --2AYW, 4YW)Y - 
(2.15) 
Thus, with T defined asin (iii), (2.2) and (2.15) show that 
II Y(T)II~, d IIyoII: - 2~ s,’ II B*y(t)l/% dt. 
For arbitrary y,,EY (2.16) can be obtained through approximation of ysby 
elements inDam(C), since this domain is dense in Y. From (2.16) wesee that 
11 y(t)jjY is nonincreasing as t increases. To conclude any more one needs, in 
some way, to obtain a lower bound on the integral sf 11 B*y(t)lj; dt.
In much the same way as above we can see that if z(t) is given by (2.6) then 
W’),Y(T))Y = (40), YPNY + sr W(~),Y(~))Y dt 
0 
- o= (4th &y(t)) dt s 
= k(O), Y(O)), + j-’ (u(t), B*y(t))u dt
0 
- s ‘(B*z(t), B*y(t)). dt. (2.17) 0 
If y. E H, hypothesis ( i) shows that y(T) E H and we may take 
z(T) = zT = y(T) 
and be assured that inequalities (2.9) and (2.10) will hold. Since U, defined 
in (iii), s selected in such away as to make z(0) = 0, (2.17) now becomes 
ll~(TIl2, = s,’Mt), B*y(tNu dt
- ‘@*z(t), B*y(t))u dtI 0 
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so that, using (2.9) and (2.10), 
II rCf’)li”y 
t 2 II @ll;2[oJ; q + 2 II ~*4’)II;%[o,T; U] 
(2.18) 
II rV)ll”y 
Substituting (2.18) into (2.16) wehave 
II r(T)II”Y G IIO IIt - (K,2 + I$),, y(T),g ‘I Y(T)1’4, 
(2.19) 
< lIYoll2y - 
the last inequality a consequence of (2.8). 
All of the estimates u ed above remain valid in successive ntervals 
[KT, (k + l)T], k = 1,2,3 ,...  Hence, 
II y((k + l)T>ll”y < IIr(kT>ll”y - (r/W + K:) a2 II yo I%> II Y((k + WII: > 
k = 0, 1,2 ,...  (2.20) 
Setting 
gk = IIYwIl2, 
II Yo 11; 
(2.21) 
we have 
8 k+l < gk - M~;+I 9 (2.22) 
where 
M = (r/((Ko” + K12) n2)). 
Applying the result ofLemma 1.2, (2.22) implies 
8, < K/(k + I), k = 0, 1,2,3 ,... (K = K(M, 1, go)). (2.23) 
From (2.21) and (2.23) wethen have 
K II yo Ilk II y(Wl? < k + 1 9 k = 0, 1,2, 3,...  
Since II bill; is monotone nonincreasing, (2.14) follows for some L >, K 
with m(t) = l/(t + 1). 
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When H = Y (2.19) gives 
II Yo1% 
lI.Y(T)II”Y G 1 + (r/lir,z + &2)) 
and in successive ntervals [kT, (k + l)T] we have 
ily(k + W’ll”y < II y(Wl/~ 1 + (rlWo2 + W>) * 
The result (2.14) isthen easily obtained with 
m(t) = e+, 
1 1 
O1 = - r log 1 + (y/(&2 + lp)) * 
Thus, we have established (b) of Theorem 2.1. 
If y,, EY we may find asequence {ysi} _C H with 
Since y’(t) = S,(t)yJ satisfies 
by (b), already proved, and since 11 yi(t) - y(t)/lr is nonincreasing as t
increases foreach j, result (a) follows and Theorem 2.1 has been established. 
It turns out that in the general case (where Hand Y are different) the decay 
rate indicated by (2.14) does not tell the whole story as there are examples 
for which 
1 m IIr(~)ll~ dt -c 0, ~(0) = yo E H. 0 
We shall have a little more to say about his in Section 3.One may therefore 
anticipate future results giving improved rates of decay as compared with 
that given by Theorem 2.1. 
The following theorem shows that we can obtain more rapid ecay in 
certain cases by assuming greater differentiability of the solution. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose 
and 
II CY IIY b co IIY IIY > y E Dam(C), co > 0, (2.24) 
NC - WY IIY B ho II YIIY 9 y E Dam(C), b, > 0, (2.25) 
H = Dam(C) 
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with the inner product and norm 
(Yl 3 YJH = (CYl 9CYZ)Y , IIY IIH = II CY IIY (2.26) 
and let he hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 be valid. Ify(t) is a solution of (2.11) 
such that y(t) has r continuous derivatives th n, for some L, > 0, undependent 
ofro 
II r(t>ll” G L, II Yo IlfI & > t > 0. (2.27) 
Proof. Since Dom(C,) = Dam(C) consists of exactly those YE Y for which 
lim sl(tlY -
t-10+ t 
exists inY and since that limit in such a case is (C - B,)y, y(t) 3 y”(t) 
and its uccessive derivatives y”(t), k = 1,2,..., r, satisfy 
r”(t) = (C - Bl) r”-‘(t), h = 1, 2,..., r 
and each y”(t), h = 0, l,... , r - 1 must, therefore, b  a solution f(2.11) 
lying in Dam(C) = H for all t> 0. Theorem 2.1 implies that for some 
L, > 0 
II r’-‘O)ll”Y d Ll II y t > 0. 
We proceed now by induction. Suppose 
II r’-“Wl”Y G Lz II Y’-“(m f& 
for some I >, 1. Then 
(2.28) 
II Yr-z-l(% = II cY’-~-wlu 
G MC - 4) Y’-“-l(t>ll + II &YT-z-l(t)llY 
= II r’-WY + II ~lyr-Wh * 
But (2.25) shows that 
II ~lYT-z-lwlY B II 4 II I Y+-z-l(t)llY 
< II4II 
\ b, Il(C - 4) Y’-‘-WY 
II &II r-z 
= b, II Y (t)lI, 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
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so we conclude from (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30) that 
II r’-“-‘(% d B II r’-“(O)ll% & 
= B II C(C - &)-ly’-z-‘(o)ll”y & 9 
(2.31) 
for some p > 0. But, again using (2.25) wesee that 
C(C - B,)-l = (C - B, + B,)(C - B,)-l = I + B,(C - BJ-’ 
is bounded, so that 
II y’-“-‘(~)ll% < B II y’-“-‘(w”y &f 
d IQ II y’-z-l(wf & (2.32) 
for some j, i@ > 0. 
If we now carry out the estimates for IIyT-z-l(t)ll~ as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, we will find that we obtain the inequality 
II y’-z-‘((~ + w%
d II y’-“-‘(kql”y 
- (Iq + jq,2) ,Iy,Y_z-l((k + qq,;ll y’-z-l((~ + W/l& * 
Then, using (2.32), 
II r’-“-‘((k + 1)TII? 
G 11 Y’-“-‘(w~“y - (J&2 + K,e)lZ; I, y’-z-l(o)l,; 
x (k + ljZ (T + &)l Ilyr-z-l((R + l)T)l$. 
Putting 
8, = II r’-“-‘(wl”y 
II Y’-“-‘(o)li~ 
and taking 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
T z 
M G (&2 &2y@ T + __ ( k+1 > ’ 
k = 0, I, 2,... 
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[which is atisfied if we put M < (~Tz)/((Ko2 + K,s)@)] we have, from (2.33), 
G k+l < Ik - xqk + l)“@+r 
and Lemma 1.2 applies togive 
8, < K/(k + l)z+l 
and then one obtains readily, using (2.34) and the monotonicity of 11r-z-l(t)llF 
that 
II r’-“-‘wll”Y < J%+, II Y’-z-l(m(~/(~ + l)z+l). 
Then, by induction, (2.27) istrue whenever y(t) has I continuous derivatives 
and Theorem 2.2 is proved. 
3. THE DAMPED LINEAR OSCILLATOR 
Let X be a Hilbert space and let A be an unbounded self-adjoint operator 
on X, positive in the sense that 
(x3 4x 3 a0 II xII! > x E Dam(A) 
for some 01s > 0. Further, let B, be a linear t ansformation fr mthe Hilbert 
space U into X. We consider the controlled inear oscillator 
f + Ax = B,u, XEX, UEU. (3.1) 
A common technique for stabilization of such a system, known as ILAF 
(Identical Location fAccelerometers and Forces) tabilization, is t  set 
U= --object, E> 0, 
thereby realizing the“closed-loop” system 
R+B3i+Ax=O, 
B = eB,B,* = 8 B * 0 0 (8, = 2/*Bo). 
The transformation of dependent variables 
x z A--1/2 1 YY * =y2 
yields anequivalent first-order system 
0 
-Al/2 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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which is of the type studied inthe previous section ifwe replace C appearing 
there by (-$,s ‘i’*) and B, appearing there by (i i), where B is defined 
by (3.3). 
In some cases an equation fthe form (3.2) may arise in a context not 
a priori elated tocontrol. Theorem 2.1 indicates hat it may sometimes be
useful to relate itto a control system when carrying out an analysis of the 
decay of solutions. In Section 4,we will study asituation of this type. In the 
present section we are primarily concerned with stabilization induced via 
control. For this reason the primary interest here would be with U = R” 
finite-dimensional, since, inpractice, only finitely many control forces can be 
applied. 
Using the Faedo-Galerkin method, as developed in[13], one can establish 
THEOREM 3.1. The operator 
generates a strongly continuous group &(t) on the Hilbert space Y = X @ X. 
Moreover, zf 
($) Elhrn [(-:1/P 
= Range 
[( 
~A-1/2BlA-l/2 
A-112 
for some non-negative nteger r then 
has r continuous derivatives in Y. 
For this tudy we introduce two assumptions  A and B, . 
ASSUMPTION ON A. The spectrum of A is discrete, consisting of eagenvalues 
0 < h, < A2 < '.. < A, < A,,, < ... 
of single multiplicity, withcorresponding ei envectors & ,C2 ,..., C& , +k+l ,... 
forming an orthonormal basis for X. The eigenvalues X, have positive square roots 
wk that satisfy a separation condition 
%+1 - wk 3 t% k = 1, 2, 3,... (3.5) 
for some fixed p > 0. 
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ASSUMPTION ON B,. Weassume 
for some 6> 0 and B,*+, # 0 for any k. 
We remark that in the case of a vibrating string A = --P/af2, 0 < 5 < 1, 
X = L2[0, 11. On the other hand, for asimple beam A = @/aEd, 0 < e < 1 
and again X = L2[0, 11. In both cases the domain of A depends on the 
boundary conditions specified. In the case of the string lim,,, wk+r - wk = rr. 
In the case of the simple beam 
lirn wk+l- wk 
k 
= 7T. 
k-m 
It is also possible to treat the case of a zero eigenvalue &, = w,, = 0. All 
solutions of (3.4) then tend to a zero energy solution (c$) of (3.4). This 
result isincluded in[2, Theorem 3.11. The methods of the present paper 
extend very easily toprovide estimates of the decay rate of Ij(${jj) - (cp)l]r. 
We do not include that material here to avoid treatment ofseparate cases. 
The assumption B, is admittedly rather special. The condition 
B,“$, # 0, k = 1, 2, 3 ,... isnecessary if we are to have lim,,, jj($$‘,)IIr = 0. 
It is possible to treat  situation where (3.6) isreplaced by 
/‘I > wkp /I %*+I, 11 2 f2 > 0, k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., (3.7) 
where p is a positive integer, in much the same way. In fact, bysetting 
x = ~!-~~~(p-~)i, (3.1)becomes 
and & satisfies our assumption if B, satisfies (3.7). Thus the Assumption B, 
is not unrealistic. In the case of the vibrating string itis satisfied in the case 
U = Rl if 
We will now verify, for the system (3.4), the hypotheses set down in 
Theorem 2.1. This will be done in a series ofthree propositions (i),(ii), and 
(iii), corresponding to the particular hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 with which 
we are dealing. We will conclude the section with a theorem that paraphrases 
the results ofTheorems 2.1 and 2.2, indicating their particular application 
to the system (3.4). 
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For the present work the Hilbert space H consists of the domain, in Y, 
of the operator 
c = (-il,2 $‘“)y 
equipped with the inner product 
(($ ($),, = (c ($ c @), 
and norm 
PROPOSITION (i). For ($) E H = Dam(C) 
(if,3 (C - Bl) ($)), = - (($), 4 ($), * 
Proof. C is antihermitian. 
PROPOSITION (ii). There is an ii? > 0 such that 
whenever (2:) EH. 
Proof. A consequence ofthe basic existence and uniqueness theory is 
the fact hat if (2:) EH then &(t)($) = ($$) E H for all t. For such ($) 
the function ($$I) is a solution of(3.4) in the strict sense. This shows that 
= w [cc - Bl) ($)]. 
But 1) S’I(t)ll < 1,t 3 0, and the first limit is (C - &)(${$, so we conclude 
(3.8) 
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and hence, using (34, 
which completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION (iii). There is a T > 0, specifically any T > 27r/p (cf. (3.5)], 
such that if ($) E H then an element u EL2[0, T; U] can be found with 
II UII p[o,T;u] < Ko ;; Iii III H 7 Ko > 0, 
and u steers the solution ($$) of 
d 9 
dt x2 i ) = --c* (g + (j) u = c ($) + (jj u 
(3.9) 
from the terminal state ($) to the initial state 
(3.10) 
Moreover, the resulting trajectory ($$i) satisfies 
II Bo*Z2(t)ll < 4 11(;;:)11,, t E [O, Tl, 4 > 0. (3.11) 
Proof. The solution f(3.9) with the indicated terminal state can be 
written i the form 
i:g = i 
cos N2(t - T) sin N2(t - T) zyl 
-sin A112(t - T) cos JN2(t - T) Ii ) zr2
+ j”; (;; “A:;; 1; $;) ds. (3.12) 
If we let 
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be the expansions of the indicated elements ofX in terms of the eigenvectors 
+k of A, then, taking the inner product of (3.12) with (3) and (i), 
k = 1,2,3,... we see that (&) and the control u(t) provide a solution of the 
control problem described above just in case uEL~[O, T, U] is a solution 
of the moment problem 
s 
T COs(wg)(Bo*+k , U(s))f~ ds = pk sin(w,T) + vR cos(w,T), 
0 
s 
T sin(WkS)(Bo*& , u(s))~ ds= vk sin(wJ) - pk cos(w,T), 
0 
k = 1, 2, 3, .. . . 
which, with wwlc = -wk , +--k = &, k = 1,2,3 ,..., can be written as
I 
T 
e’wk8(~o*~k , u(s))~ ds= (vlkl - i,uIeI) eiwkT, l<lkI<oo. (3.14) 
0 
Moment problems ore or less of this type have been very widely studied. 
Combining results from [12, 15, 181 and others cited in [17] one can establish 
that if T > 27r/p there are functions p, cL2[0, T] such that 
s 
T 
ef”“‘“)p&) = sp, 1 < !kl, /II < ~0, (3.15) 
0 
and 
II $< akpkll G Ml l<;< 1 %I2 (3.16) co L*[O, T] .I m 
for any square summable sequence (ak>. Ifwe set 
‘O*vk 
‘6) = c 81, KBTPkb) 
l&(kj<rn 0 k U 
then (3.14) reduces to
With these values for /?, we find, using (3.3) and (3.5) that 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
< M1 ‘pg c wk2(y?ki + dkt> = (3.19) 
1<lkl<m 
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It is readily verified that he control u defined by(3.17) and (3.18) solves 
the moment problem (3.14) and steers the solution ($$l) from the terminal 
state ($) to the initial state 0. There remains the verification of [cf. (2.10)] 
the inequality (3.11). From (3.12) wehave 
Bo*,z2(t) = -B,* sin LV(t - T) XT1 + B,* cos A112(t - T) 3~ 
cos A1i2(t - s) s,u(s) ds
so that, using II&,* 11 = Ij B, 11 and (3.19) 
With that Proposition (iii) sproved. We go on now to Proposition (iv) 
whose purpose is to show that Theorem 2.2 also applies inthe present case. 
PROPOSITION (iv). There xist c0, b, > 0 such that 
for ($) E H = Dam(C). 
Proof. Since w1 is the smallest eigenvalue of the positive self-adjoint 
operator A1/2, the first inequality s satisfied by co = wr . Now 
( 0 -Al/2 f;:)(f) = (-yp2 A;'2)(; "-yy;:)~ 
and since we have the first inequality forC = (-$,s “i’“) the fact that 
completes the proof. 
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The foregoing propositions together with Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 prove 
THEOREM 3.2. Let &(t) be the group generated on Y = X @ X by the 
operator 
where B is given by (3.3) and the Assumptions  A and B, are satis$ed. Then 
(g;) = W) (;;i) 
has the property hat 
lim y’(t) = 0 
II II t+m r”(t)Y 
for each initial state (2:) in Y. If 
(2:) E Dom [ (-:,,a “x,’ = Range ( -A-~-$l-l’” 
(= Dom ( -&2 ‘;“) when r = 1) 
for some positive nteger r, then 
llc;:;:;l!: G 4. il(;;:,‘I &y 9 t 3 O 
for some L, > 0 independent of (2:). 
-A-V G- 
0 )I 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
This result isnot best possible, as we have remarked inSection 2.If ($) 
satisfies (3.20) with r = 1 and E (cf. (3.3)) issufficiently small but positive, 
the perturbation analysis and in [16], with easy modification, shows that 
dt < 00. 
Whether an explicit bound that reflects this fact can be found to replace (3.21) 
remains an interesting challenge. 
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4. SOME REMARKS ON FRICTIONALLY COUPLID ELASTIC SYSTEMS 
Let A, , A, ,..., A, be positive self-adjoint operators n the Hilbert space X 
satisfying the assumptions made on A in Section 3.By a frictionally coupled 
elastic system we mean a system described by the n equations 
2, + A,x, = - c B&a* - q), k = 1, 2 )..., 72, 
j+k 
or, in the n-fold product (X)n of X, 
where Bk = Cizlc B,$ . From Newton’s second law we infer that 
B,j = Bjk > k #j. 
If we are dealing with the physically normal situation wherein friction 
creates damping, i.e., energy loss, we should assume that he operators Bkj 
are self-adjoint and on-negative. Th nthe operator appearing on the right- 
hand side of (4.1) islikewise self-adjoint and on-negative. 
The general case is too complex for us to treat here. Ordinarily f there are 
n or more B,j that are invertible, th nthe matrix on the right-hand side 
of (4.1) isalso invertible. Thiscan be verified explicitly for n > 3 when the 
B,j are all identity operators, forexample. Inthis case we have uniform 
exponential decay. 
Here we elect to consider briefly the case wherein the systems are coupled 
serially so that 
B,j = 0 unless j=k-1 or k + 1. 
One might imagine a row of vibrating bars, each one rubbing against the next. 
Those in the middle rub two adjacent bars while those at the end rub only 
one bar. In this case the operator of interest i  
B= = 
/ BI, --B,, 0 0 0 0 \ 
-423 0 0 0 
0 1.. -B&-l Bn--~a,-I*+&--la -BL,, 
0 0 -4-L, : I B,-I.,
(4.2) 
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Assuming that he nonzero B, that appear here are all self-adjoint and 
positive, i.e., 
(x, %4x 2 i&j II x11% 9 XEX, Bkj >o, (4.3) 
we decompose B as follows: 
0 
0 
B,= 
0 
. . . 
. i 
(--1)“12B;!fl n 
0 0 o*.* . . . (-1)“~‘B;& 
and 
(4.4) 
B = B,,B,“. 
It should be noted that 
B,: U+k 
if we take U = (X)‘+l, X = (X)“. Th us, to apply the results of Section 2 
we consider the control system 
$+A$ = B,u (4.5) 
where 
B, is as described above and II E U = (X)fi-l. 
Since the Bkj are all positive n the sense (4.3) wemay use the transformation 
to reduce (4.5) to 
(4.7) 
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where 
/I 0 0s.. 0 0 \ 
i 
-I -I 0 **. 0 0 
B, = yJ f I ... 0 0 . 1. 
(4.8) . . . 
0 00 (-&I (-lj”-11 
0 0 0 0 (-l)“-‘I 
Because each control vector aj, j= l,..., n - 1 lies in the same space X
as do the components xi, j = 1,2 ,..., n, we have a problem of controlling n 
second order systems in X with n - 1 controllers in X. Not surprisingly, 
this problem reduces to controlling twosecond-order systems with one 
controller. 
Let j,, be selected with 1 < j,, < 12. The first equation fthe system (4.7) is
21 + A,xl = 211. (4.9) 
If the orthonormalized eigenvectors of A, are +kr, K = 1,2, 3,... and the 
associated eigenvalues andfrequencies areAa, wkl = (Xr1)i/2, K = 1, 2, 3,..., 
then by considering controllers 
where the pkl(t) are biorthogonal, on some interval [0, T] to the functions 
eiokt, 1 < 1 K 1 < co (w-& = -wlc , k > 1) one can show, much as in the 
preceding section, that given aterminal state xr.l, kr.l of “finite energy,” i.e., 
with 
II *z-l 112x + II A:‘2d lx < co (4.10) 
there is a control w1EL~[O, T], which can be uniformly bounded in terms of 
(4.10), steering the solution of (4.9) with these terminal data back to the zero 
state at time t = 0. Thus, the first component x1 is taken care of. Passing 
to Xa we have, from (4.8), 
22 + A,x, = -79 - v2. 
Since G(t) is already specified, w  can set 
and obtain 
52(t) = -272(t) - d(t) 
jE2 + A$2 = c2 
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which is then analyzed inthe same way as (4.9). We continue this process 
until for j= j, we have 
$0 + ~50&J = (_ l)~s(w50-1 + &). (4.11) 
If j0 = 1 the system (4.11) isobtained immediately andthe term wjo--l is 
not present. 
We now repeat the above process, working backwards from j = n. The 
systems involving P, x”-l, etc., are controlled oneby one using the controls 
vlln--l, v”-~, etc., until we obtain for j= j,, + 1 
jEju+1 + Aj”+12”+l = (_ lp+1(w3’o + w~o+l)* (4.12) 
Again, if j0 = n - 1, the term &+l is not present and (4.12) isobtained 
immediately. We now have the two systems (4.11) and (4.12) and the only 
remaining “available” control isz.+o. 
Given x$, @, x$+l, $+I as terminal states for (4.11) and (4.12), we let 
@(t), .$jo+l(t) sa isfy 
. 
5’” + &pJ = (-1p&-l, 
P(O) = &O) = 0, 
gfo+l + Aio+1f50+1 = (+o+lv~,+l 
and setting 
p""(o) = ,p(()) = 0 
$0 = xkl - p, $j,+l = xi"+l _ po+1, 2; = XT 5, - gqq, 
$0 = 
T 
$0 _ ,&i”(q, ++I = x~ _ ,$+1(T), ,$+I = @+l _ {&+l(~) 
the problem becomes that of steering to zero at time zero both systems 
$0 + Ajo.@ = (- 1 pJ0 (4.13) 
@+l + ~~~+~$~+o+l = (_ 1 )io+l&, (4.14) 
involving the same control wfo, with the terminal data described above. 
We see then, in view of the results of Section 2,that he whole question f
asymptotic stability of he system (4.1) with the matrix B having the form (4.2) 
reduces tothe control problem represented by (4.13) and (4.14). If all finite 
energy terminal states 59, a$, @+l, $$+’ can be steered backward intime to 
the zero state attime zero with a control & eL2[0, T, x] whose norm can be 
bounded by the energy norm of the given terminal state then (4.1) will 
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possess uniform exponential decay even though the operator B appearing in 
(4.2) is not invertible. Thisdoes not violate he principle expressed by
Proposition 1.1because B is not compact in the present situation. 
Perhaps the simplest case in point occurs when the operators Aj0, Aj,+r , 
which are assumed to satisfy the assumption A introduced in Section 3,
have eigenvalues h, ,Q , respectively, with positive square roots wk, 6, 
which are separated in the sense that 
n&r 1 wk - O,I = 6 > 0. (4.15) 
This occurs, for example, inthe case of two adjacent and identical b rs 
rubbing against one another asthey vibrate, butwith one bar hinged at both 
ends while the other is clamped at one end and free at the other (see, .g., 
[6, p. 201 ff.]). 
Together with condition (3.5) ofAssumption A,which applies here to the 
wk and the ej , (4.15) implies that here xists d > 0 such that he combined 
sequence onsisting of all of the wk and all of the 19~ , which we denote by {J&}, 
satisfies 
5 k+l- 5k > 4 I2 = 1, 2, 3,... - 
Then, agreeing a ain to let c-1, = -& , and taking T > 2rrld, there are 
biorthogonal functions rl that satisfy [cf. (3.15) (3.1611: 
I 
T . 
e zrksrl(s) ds = Six, lblfl, lll<~ (4.16) 
0 
(4.17) 
Let the orthonormalized eigenvectors of Ajo , Aj,+l be & , #r , respectively, 
and let he terminal states have expansions 
(4.18) 
k=l k=l 
(Ajo+l)1'2~jT0fl = (4.19) 
Then, as in Section 3,the control problem for (4.13), (4.14) has a solution 
~$0 EL~[O, T, x] just in case the moment problems 
I 
, v~~(s))~ ds = (- l)j”($, - ipjk,) eiwaT, l<Ikl<Q 
0 (4.20) 
s 
, z~‘~(s))~ds = (-l)i~+l(v~;~ - +A$?) eiecT, 1< \ I \ < 00, 
0 (4.21) 
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have a common solution vjo rz.La[O, T; X] with 
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l<;<m tv0+1)2 + (~~0+1~21). 
. 
(4.22) 
Denoting the P&(S) [cf. (4.16)] for which fi eiW@rl(s) ds = 1 by p,(s) and the 
r&(s) for which fl e. 28ks~l(s) ds = 1 by pk(s), (4.20), (4.21) has the solution 
n%) = (-l)j” c (v$, - ip;~j)pk(s)~,a, 
lS/kl<a; 
The inequality (4.22) can be verified r adily using the o~hono~ali~ of the 
&. , the orthonormality of the til and the biorthogonal property of(YJ relative 
to the functions eic@, 1 < 1 k 1 < co (which includes all of the eiwks, eieks, 
1 < 1 K / < co) together with the inequality (4.17). 
Thus the controllability of (4.13), (4.14) with the single control ztlc E X is 
established. Thiscorresponds to (2.9) with H the finite energy space of the 
systems (4.13), (4.14). Inequality (2.10) isestablished in just he same way 
as it was in Section 3.We conclude, therefore, using Theorem 2.1 together 
with the preceding remarks of the present section that he whole frictionally 
coupled elastic system (4.1) with B as in (4.2) has uniform exponential 
energy decay if there are “adjacent” Ajo, Aj,+1 for which the separation 
condition (4.15) holds. 
More general results than this can be anticipated. W  conjecture that he 
energy still decays exponentially if (4.15) isreplaced by 
and that nonuniform decay like l/(t + 1) can be obtained with even weaker 
requirements. The verification requires somewhat more knowledge about 
bio~hogonal functions for exponentials eiE@ wherein the &Yk: occur in clusters, 
the clusters, andnot the individual & ,satisfying a separation c dition of 
the form (4.15). This more detailed study remains tobe carried out. 
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